A warm welcome dear guest and line dancer
What is line dancing?
Short and sweet
Line Dance is, as the name suggests, in line next to and behind each
dance. There are specific, repetitive figures that are presented
simultane ously from the group - that is similar to a formation dance.
There are dances, which consist of only a few figures to include the more
than 60 dance step sequences, which are presented simultane ously from
the group. So similar to a formation dance linedance why fascinated young
and old? No one here has to lead some one or afraid to contact his
partner's feet. Every one dances solo, so to speak. Step errors are not
so bad - they just lined up again and continue dancing. People dance on
the one going into the blood, Country or New Country Music. It can be
danced spontane ously with other line dance groups, because most of the
dances were choreographed for certain pieces of music and dance steps
that are expanding rapidly. It's a special thrill to see events from 5060 line dancers on the dance floor.
Or alternativ - what is line Dancing?
Line Dance is a dance form in which the dancers alone in front of rows
and dance side by side together. The dances are mostly choreographed to
match pieces of country music. The step sequences are repeated depending
on the difficulty usually after 16, 32, 48, 64, 80 or 128 steps.
Depending on the number and sequence of the rotations included dance, the
dancers look to the end of the sequence of steps in a different
direction. One speaks therefore of one-wall, two-wall or four-wall dance.
The dances are danced by mixed women and men in the group.
What is line dancing originate?
Gives reliable information about it here, not - just a lot of
speculation. Here are the most common version:
The emigrants who had once populated the United States today, of course,
their cultural heritage in luggage. Of clan dances of Irishmen and Scots,
from minuet of polka and contra dancing, as well as many other dance
forms, they were maintained in the new world brought many people closer,
but partly neglected and forgotten.
Many dance forms have been adopted in the schools as a subject. Even
today there are many schools in the U.S., which appears to dance as a
mandatory program in the subjects. And the "contre dance" of the French,
where two lines facing each other, certainly contributed to the overall
development of the current line dances.
Now is a time jump in the era of rock 'n roll. Late 50s and early 60s He
reinforced this over years, we went to dance in rows. Highlight in this
period was the American TV show "American Bandstand" in which - were
shown the latest weekly dances - now also known as line dancing. It was
very easy to learn steps, for example, the "Elephant Walk". In the
following decades, certainly stand out films like "Urban Cowboy" starring
John Travolta (1980) and Billy Ray Cyrus hit, "Achy Breaky Heart" (1995)
and many others for the never-ending boom LINE DANCE responsible.
Source: Wikipedia
Music and Dance
Each dance is known by a unique name to identify it can, for example,
Bread and Butter, Electric Slide, or Just A Kiss. Thanks to the Internet,
the descriptions of the dances will be published soon in the world. At
each site some 20,000 dances are listed. While beginners will find a
repertoire of 20 dances to music almost every reasonably appropriate step
sequences, advanced control often several hundred dances. Usually an
author has a choreography designed for a song, often for the step

sequences and alternative music given. Traditionally danced to country
music. Current artists of the genre, such as Shania Twain and Keith Urban
are gladly taken. The trend is also there, choreographed to current pop
songs or rock-'n'-roll creating oldies, what line dancing, especially
among young people growing popularity helps. The individual dances can be
according to their relatedness to other dance styles categorized into
groups. It can be found, terms such as waltz, cha-cha-cha, rumba, polka
and many more classes and descriptions of the couple dancing again. Using
the preambles Rise many dancers practicing their sport on the stage in
matching Western attire. Important accessories are boots, belt with
decorative buckle Bolotie (a type of leather string tie) and cowboy hat.

